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Abstract

Background

The reporting quality in medical research has recently been critically discussed. While

reporting guidelines intend to maximize the value from funded research, and initiatives such

as the EQUATOR network have been introduced to advance high quality reporting, the

uptake of the guidelines by researchers could be improved. The aim of this study was to

assess the contribution of a biostatistician to the reporting and methodological quality of

health research, and to identify methodological knowledge gaps.

Methods

In a retrospective, single center, observational cohort study, two groups of publications were

compared. The group of exposed publications had an academic biostatistician on the author

list, whereas the group of non-exposed publications did not include a biostatistician of the

evaluated group. Rating of reporting quality was done in blinded fashion and in duplicate.

The primary outcome was a sum score based on six dimensions, ranging between 0 (worst)

and 11 (best). The study protocol was reviewed and approved as a registered report.

Results

There were 131 publications in the exposed group published between 2017 and 2018. Of

these, 95 were either RCTs, observational, or prediction / prognostic studies. Corresponding

matches in the group of non-exposed publications were identified in a reproducible manner.
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Comparison of reporting quality overall revealed a 1.60 (95%CI from 0.92 to 2.28, p

<0.0001) units higher reporting quality for exposed publications. A subgroup analysis within

study types showed higher reporting quality across all three study types.

Conclusion

Our study is the first to report an association of a higher reporting quality and methodological

strength in health research publications with a biostatistician on the author list. The higher

reporting quality persisted through subgroups of study types and dimensions. Methodologi-

cal knowledge gaps were identified for prediction / prognostic studies, and for reporting on

statistical methods in general and missing values, specifically.

Introduction

Despite measures to increase the reporting quality in the field of health research, for example,

by introducing reporting guidelines and inclusion of such guidelines in recommendations for

authors by many publishers, quality standards are still oftentimes not met. Recent evaluations

of the literature showed that for observational studies, the corresponding STROBE guideline

was not used by nearly 18% of the authors because the authors had not heard of the guideline

before. An additional 19% of authors had heard of it but still did not use it [1]. Journals obvi-

ously play an important role, and a systematic evaluation showed that journal endorsement

rates to the STROBE guidelines are only around 50% [2]. When it comes to the reporting of

randomized trials, Dechartres et al. [3] have systematically evaluated reporting of more than

20’000 trials included in Cochrane reviews. They conclude that poor reporting has decreased

over time, but that especially lower impact factor journals show room for improvement.

Reporting quality of clinical prediction models has recently been evaluated systematically in

the context of research on Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (Sars-Cov-2) [4].

The authors concluded that almost all published models for predicting mortality were poorly

reported, and that the corresponding Transparent reporting of a multivariable prediction

model for individual prognosis or diagnosis (TRIPOD [5]) guideline was largely omitted.

In Switzerland, the government paid 22.9 billion Swiss francs for research and develop-

ment, representing more than 3% of the gross domestic product in 2019. Publications in the

field of “clinical medicine” represent 25% of all publications [6], and given the large amounts

of resources, value from research and publications should be maximized.

The objectives of the current study were, first, to assess the contribution of a biostatistician

as co-author on the quality of reporting and methodological strength in health research publi-

cations; second, to identify dimensions of reporting quality and study types with methodologi-

cal knowledge gaps; and third, to promote the awareness of the importance of good reporting

among clinical researchers and biostatisticians.

Materials and methods

Study design

The study is a retrospective, single-center observational cohort study, conducted at the Univer-

sity of Zurich (UZH) and its University Hospital (USZ).
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Selection of exposed and non-exposed publications

In this study, two groups of publications were compared. The group of “exposed” publications

was defined according to their exposure to one or more of a set of 13 academic biostatisticians

from the Epidemiology, Biostatistics and Prevention Institute, and the Institute of Mathemat-

ics, both localized at University of Zurich, as a co-author. The group will be referred to as bio-

statisticians in the following. The group of exposed publications was published between 2017

and 2018, and it was retrieved in a PubMed search, with a search string as specified in S1

Appendix on Dec 9, 2019. Methodological publications as well as non-English language publi-

cations were excluded.

To define the group of “non-exposed” publications for comparison, all medical research

publications found in PubMed between 2017 and 2018, with the affiliation UZH or USZ or

any of the affiliated university hospitals for the first and / or the second author were extracted

on Dec 16, 2019. Details on the search string can again be found in S1 Appendix. The non-

exposed publications have none of the defined set of biostatisticians on the author list. It can-

not be excluded that a biostatistician from outside of the group was on the author list. The full

list of affiliations considered can be found in S2 Appendix. Based on the full list, a list of affilia-

tions relevant for this study was created, in which for example typographic errors were

removed. The large number of non-exposed publications resulting from the affiliation list was

used in a random but replicable order—aiming to remove potential chronological ordering or

any other systematic ordering while adhering to high standards of reproducibility.

Categorization into study types

For each of the exposed publications, the study type was determined, and the subset of all

RCTs, observational studies, and prediction / prognostic studies was evaluated further. Catego-

rization into study types was performed by the set of biostatisticians. For most publications,

the authors themselves determined the study type. For some publications, the biostatistician as

co-author had left the department, and thus the study type was categorized independently and

in duplicate by two authors (UH, EF). After consensus on study type was reached, record

count for each study type for each publication year was obtained. The three study types RCT,

observational study, and prediction / prognostic study were the most frequent types. Other

types (e.g. systematic reviews) had been abandoned a priori.

The number of non-exposed publications was much larger than the number of exposed

publications. For that reason, the categorization of the non-exposed publications into RCTs,

observational studies and prediction / prognostic studies was performed in random but repli-

cable order until the numbers of non-exposed publications of these study types matched the

corresponding number of exposed publications per year. Categorization was performed inde-

pendently and in duplicate by the authors UH and MH (for papers published in 2017) and by

EF and MH (for 2018). Any discrepancies were resolved by discussion and third-party arbitra-

tion (KS). The final set of publications was considered the non-exposed group of publications.

Selection of items from reporting guideline

For each study type, a set of six items measuring reporting quality were identified by reaching

group consensus among the set of biostatisticians. The quality criteria were based on the

reporting guidelines CONSORT [7], STROBE, and TRIPOD, and they reflect characteristics of

a publication that are especially important for judging the validity of the results and methodo-

logical strength.
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Specification of the reporting quality items

The reporting guideline items chosen for the ratings represented the following general dimen-

sions for all three study types: 1. variable specification; 2. how study size was arrived at; 3. miss-

ing data; 4. statistical methods; 5. precision of results; and 6. whether the corresponding

reporting guideline was mentioned.

The rating of publications regarding these six items was operationalized and piloted, such

that they could be used efficiently and robustly to rate each publication consistently. Each

dimension had different possible answer categories, also dependent on study type, resulting in

a rating varying between 0 (lowest) to 2 (highest) for dimensions 1 to 5, plus an additional

point for mentioning the corresponding reporting guideline. Details of the operationalization

can be found in S3 Appendix. The range of the total score was from 0 (lowest) to 11 (highest).

Outcomes

The primary outcome of this study was the sum score of reporting quality and methodological

strength in exposed and non-exposed publications, with respect to the six dimensions. The pri-

mary outcome was assessed in blinded fashion and in duplicate by two independent raters.

The raters were recruited from outside of the departments. Blinding to whether the publication

belonged to the exposed or non-exposed group was guaranteed by removing author names,

affiliation lists, journal name, corresponding author name, author contributions, date,

acknowledgements, references, and DOI from every publication’s PDF. Discrepancies in the

ratings between the two raters were resolved by a third rating and discussion until consensus

was reached.

The secondary outcome of this study was the number of citations in the group of exposed

and non-exposed publications at a fixed date (July 20, 2021).

Outcome rating and rater training

The outcome rating and its operationalization was developed by four authors (UH, KS, MH,

EF). After operationalization was finalized the resulting questions for each study type were

programmed to be evaluated through an R Shiny app [8], which underwent quality review and

a testing period. The questionnaire can be found in S3 Appendix. To find raters, outside of the

core study team and outside of the departments, PhD programs in health research across Swit-

zerland, as well as groups of researchers interested in Research on Research were contacted.

Each candidate rater could chose a study type, and received written instructions for the rating

task. The candidate raters were instructed and trained by rating vignette publications for cali-

bration. These vignette publications of all study types were similar publications as those under

study, but they were published in 2019 and were rated with scrutiny by the study authors,

including detailed explanation. Only upon successful completion of test ratings, the raters

received sets of 11–12 papers of the same study type for rating. The raters were obliged to rate

the reporting quality based on the blinded PDF’s alone, and not to use additional information

from the internet while doing so. Ratings were performed in blinded fashion, meaning that the

raters were unaware of the classification of publications as exposed or non-exposed, and of

authors on the publications. The ratings were performed in duplicate, and any discrepancies

were resolved by a third independent rating. The raters were reimbursed with vouchers for

every set of 11–12 publications. Additionally, raters were asked for co-authorship after com-

pletion of 33 or more ratings. In total, 15 raters were recruited. The ratings were done between

May and July 2021.
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Sample size considerations

The sample size was justified a priori, based on the consideration that with 95 publications in

the exposed group, and 95 publications in the non-exposed group at a significance level of 5%

and with a power of 80% an effect size of 0.41 (Cohen’s d) could be detected, using a 2-sided,

2-sample t-test with equal variance assumption. The effect size would be considered a medium

effect size. The number of 95 publications corresponded to all publications in the exposed

group in the years 2017 and 2018.

Data management

Data collection in the context of this study had to cover two different aspects. First, categoriza-

tion of the exposed and non-exposed publications into the three study types was performed

with the help of a specifically programmed R Shiny app, in which the title and abstract, as well

as the link to the full text was provided, such that the categorization could be performed inde-

pendently and in duplicate and that any discrepancies could be detected and resolved by dis-

cussion. Second, reporting quality rating was performed using another R Shiny app,

implementing the operationalized quality dimensions. The electronic records of the two inde-

pendent ratings, and the consensus rating were saved. The use of R Shiny apps in this research

guaranteed highly reliable data entry.

Risk of bias

The study was designed to compensate the following biases a priori. Risk of detection bias was

addressed with blinded and duplicate outcome ratings by researchers not otherwise involved

in the study. Risk of selection bias was addressed by considering all publications within two

years for the exposed group and by reproducible random sub sampling of PubMed publica-

tions from medical publications with UZH / USZ affiliation for the group of non-exposed pub-

lications. The results of the study could be confounded by indication, if more complex

research projects were brought to the group of biostatisticians’ attention whereas less complex

projects were addressed by the clinicians without asking for help from an academic biostatisti-

cian. This bias was partially addressed by comparing the number of citations of exposed and

non-exposed publications, under the hypothesis that equal citation numbers would indicate

that less confounding by indication was present.

Statistical methods and programming

For assessing the level of agreement of reporting quality between the two independent ratings,

squared-weighted Cohen’s κ values were estimated, and reported with 95% confidence inter-

vals based on 1000 bootstrap samples. These analyses of agreement were reported overall and

in subgroups of study type. Interpretation of the κ values were based on the categorization sug-

gested by Altman [9].

Statistical methods for the primary outcome included visualization of the results with dot-

plots (lollipop plots), in which the means of the outcome in the exposed and non-exposed pub-

lications are shown, overall (score 0 to 11), and in subgroups of study type (score 0 to 11) and

reporting quality dimension (score 0 to 2). Besides that, the estimated between-group differ-

ences, overall and in subgroups of study type with 95% confidence intervals (CI) were

reported. The two-sided, two-sample t-test under the assumption of equal variances was used

to test the hypothesis of no difference in reporting quality between exposed and non-exposed

publications. Corresponding Cohen’s d was calculated using pooled standard deviations

assuming equal variances.
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The number of citations was reported overall, and in subgroups of study type, with medians

and interquartile ranges, as the distribution was right-skewed. The non-parametric exact Wil-

coxon-Mann-Whitney method was used to test the hypothesis of no difference in number of

citations between exposed and non-exposed publications, and to estimate a confidence inter-

val. The between-group difference in location was estimated and reported with 95% CI, based

on rank statistics.

The software used for statistical analysis was extracted across all publications. It was

reported as number and percentage of total. In many publications, more than one software

was used, and for that reason the percentages exceed 100%.

All analyses, including subgroup analyses described above were pre-specified in the regis-

tered report study protocol [10]. The unit of analysis was the individual publication, or the

reporting quality dimension.

Statistical programming was performed with R 4.1.1 [11], in combination with dynamic

reporting. Statistical programming included downloading all potential non-exposed publica-

tions, random reordering, development of an R Shiny app for categorization of the publica-

tions, development of an R Shiny app for the recording of reporting quality ratings, as well as

statistical programming of the methods for data analysis and visualization. Results of the study

were reported according to STROBE guidelines [12]. All anonymized data was uploaded in an

OSF repository.

Results

In total there were 131 exposed papers published in 2017 and 2018. Of these, 95 publications

were of the study types RCT, observational study, or prediction / prognostic study. There were

six RCTs, 77 observational studies, and 12 prediction / prognostic studies. The literature search

for non-exposed publications with first and / or second author with suitable affiliation and

year resulted in a total number of 3420 publications. Four hundred publications of these in

random order were categorized into one of the three study types RCT, observational, or pre-

diction / prognostic study, and the retrieved case numbers of the exposed papers could be fre-

quency matched individually for 2017 and 2018. The corresponding flow-chart is shown in

Fig 1. All data was made available on OSF [13].

Fig 1. Flow chart. Selection process for the exposed publications (left) and the non-exposed publications (right),

including screening of affiliation lists of first and second author.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0264819.g001
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Ten of the exposed publications and two of the non-exposed publications mentioned the

corresponding reporting guideline. In 48 of the exposed publications, and in 14 of the non-

exposed publications, the programming language R was used for the statistical analysis. All

descriptive results can be found in Table 1. There were no missing values in the data

throughout.

Agreement

The agreement between the two ratings of each publication was 0.52 (95%CI from 0.46 to

0.57) overall, indicating moderate agreement, according to Altman [9].

For the three different study types, however, the agreement varied between 0.31 (95%CI

from 0.05 to 0.52) for RCTs and 0.52 (95%CI from 0.46 to 0.59) and 0.53 (95%CI from 0.35 to

0.68) for observational and prediction studies, respectively. To reach consensus for all ratings

with discrepancies a third blinded rater was involved.

Primary outcome

The estimated between-group difference for the primary outcome was 1.60 (95%CI from 0.92

to 2.28, p< 0.0001) in favor of the exposed publications. This result corresponds to a Cohen’s

d of 0.67 (95%CI from 0.38 to 0.97). In the pre-specified subgroups of study type, the estimated

between group difference was 3.33 (95%CI from -0.84 to 7.51), 1.39 (95%CI from 0.68 to 2.09)

and 2.08 (95%CI from 0.12 to 4.04) for randomized, observational and prediction / prognostic

studies, respectively (Fig 2), showing higher reporting quality across all study types. In addition

to the estimation of the between group difference, the representation of each subgroup’s mean

values shows that generally for RCTs the reporting quality was higher than for observational

and prediction / prognostic studies.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics.

Exposed Non-exposed

n 95 95

Study type (%)

Randomized Studies 6 (6.3) 6 (6.3)

Observational Studies 77 (81.1) 77 (81.1)

Prediction Studies 12 (12.6) 12 (12.6)

Software used (%)

Excel 2 (2.1) 3 (3.2)

Graph Pad Prism 2 (2.1) 2 (2.1)

Matlab 0 (0.0) 6 (6.3)

Python 0 (0.0) 1 (1.1)

R 48 (50.5) 14 (14.7)

SAS 1 (1.1) 5 (5.3)

SPSS 38 (40.0) 40 (42.1)

STATA 15 (15.8) 12 (12.6)

Other software 2 (2.1) 5 (5.3)

Not mentioned 11 (11.6) 21 (22.1)

Year (%)

2017 54 (56.8) 54 (56.8)

2018 41 (43.2) 41 (43.2)

Guideline = Mentioned (%) 10 (10.5) 2 (2.1)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0264819.t001
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Dimension-specific score values

For each of the five reporting dimensions, the between group difference was estimated. The

corresponding range of values was between 0 (worst) and 2 (best). Again the results are shown

in a graphical representation (Fig 3). The dimension “Variables” had a smaller between group

difference, and a higher reporting quality overall, whereas the “Missing data” and “Statistical

methods” dimensions were generally reported with less detail. The mean reporting quality in

the exposed publications was higher throughout, than that of the non-exposed publications.

Number of citations

The number of citations, extracted on July 20, 2021, had a non-normal, right-skewed distribu-

tion, and for that reason the non-parametric exact Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney method was used

for the estimation of the between group difference and its confidence interval. The estimate was

-2 (95%CI from -4 to 0, p = 0.07) indicating weak evidence for higher citation numbers for the

non-exposed publications. All descriptive statistics for number of citations can be found in

Table 2. It can be seen that the number of citations was relatively balanced for observational

studies and prediction / prognostic studies, whereas in the RCTs the number of citations was

much larger in the non-exposed group of publications as compared to the exposed publications.

Discussion

Summary

Our study demonstrates that the associated effect of academic biostatisticians as co-authors is

to increase reporting quality and methodological strength in health research publications,

Fig 2. Estimated between-group difference with 95%CI in the pre-specified subgroups of study type (left); raw means in exposed and non-

exposed publications (right). Unit of analysis is publication.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0264819.g002
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overall and in subgroups of study types. In addition to that, the subgroup analyses demon-

strated that there was evidence for a higher reporting quality in the exposed publications for

observational studies and prediction / prognostic studies. The CONSORT statement seems to

have been taken up well, because reporting quality was highest generally, for both exposed and

non-exposed publications in RCTs.

Citation numbers were comparable for exposed and non-exposed publications in the study

types observational and prediction / prognostic studies, but the median number of citations

for RCTs was higher in the non-exposed group of publications. The number of citations was

evaluated to address the potential bias of confounding by indication. Our findings for observa-

tional and prediction / prognostic studies were reassuring, since balanced citation numbers

showed that there was no evidence for confounding by indication. The imbalance in citation

numbers for RCTs is not necessarily concerning since RCTs may anyhow be considered a spe-

cial case. They are heavily regulated, CONSORT is generally well enforced by journals, they

are expensive studies usually focused on “important” research questions, and they are often

Fig 3. Estimated between-group difference per dimension with 95%CI (left); raw means in exposed and non-exposed publications (right). Unit of

analysis is dimension.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0264819.g003

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for number of citations. Estimates show the median [IQR].

Exposed Non-exposed

Overall 8.0 [3.0, 14.5] 9.0 [6.0, 18.5]

Randomized Studies 6.5 [2.0, 10.2] 35.5 [12.8, 417.5]

Observational Studies 8.0 [3.0, 15.0] 8.0 [6.0, 17.0]

Prediction Studies 8.5 [6.0, 12.5] 11.5 [8.0, 17.0]

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0264819.t002
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multi-center studies and hence likely to be including statisticians from other centers. RCTs are

more frequently published in high-ranked medical journals and may therefore have higher

citation numbers automatically. Together with the fact that only a low number of RCTs was

assessed in this study we believe that there is a low risk of confounding by indication also in

the case of RCTs.

Methodological knowledge gaps seemed to be more prominent in the areas of statistical

methods, and missing values. Nevertheless the mean reporting quality was higher in the

exposed publications, throughout all subgroups. While it seems reasonable to assume that in

the exposed papers the biostatisticians knew the methods well, there was still sub optimal

reporting of these. The rating of reporting quality was performed in duplicate, and the agree-

ment between first and second ratings were moderate to good, overall. The difficulties in the

rating tasks were an indicator of sub optimal reporting in itself. Our study is the first to our

knowledge to develop and use a rating score that is usable across study types, and which allows

the comparison of reporting quality across study types. Low citation numbers of correspond-

ing reporting guidelines in both, the group of exposed and non-exposed publications may be

an indication of lack of awareness among study authors.

Results in the light of the literature

Our findings are in line with research on research studies evaluating the reporting quality of

RCTs, observational studies and prediction / prognostic studies. While the development of

reporting guidelines has been ongoing over the last 20 years, and the use of CONSORT is well-

established for RCTs, there seem to remain areas in which good reporting less frequently

observed. The Cochrane collaboration has initiated the “Prognosis Methods Group” to

encourage and facilitate the systematic review and meta analysis of prognostic models in clini-

cal research. Similar to the many systematic evaluations of research questions addressed with

RCTs in Cochrane, the field of prediction / prognostic research will benefit and reporting as

well as methodological quality will likely increase. Currently, there are 12 prognostic model

reviews being undertaken in different fields of clinical research, of which one has been pub-

lished [14].

Observational studies were the most frequent study type in the sample at hand, and report-

ing as well as methodological quality was only moderately higher in the exposed publications

than in the non-exposed publications. Although the STROBE reporting guidelines have been

published in 2004, and taken up by many journals, study authors need continuing reminders

as a recent publication in JAMA Surgery by Brooke et al. showed [15].

Limitations and strengths

Our study has several limitations. The sum score to assess reporting quality and methodologi-

cal strength was derived and used for the first time in the context of this study. We took multi-

ple means to propose a consistent and valid sum score by using items from the corresponding

reporting guidelines CONSORT, STROBE, and TRIPOD directly, and thorough piloting and

testing. The sum score addressed the reporting quality in dimensions in which biostatisticians

play a relatively prominent role. However, methodological strength could not be rated explic-

itly. In our view, the assessment of methodological quality is hampered if the reporting quality

is low, making reporting assessment and improvement a first important milestone in improv-

ing the quality of health research in general. In the selection process, reporting items were cho-

sen that would partially allow the assessment of methodological quality. For example in the

dimension “Study size’, post-hoc power calculations for observational studies were assigned

zero points, and in “Statistical methods” for prediction / prognostic studies zero points were
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assigned if model performance measures like discrimination or calibration were not reported.

Questions across study types addressed the question of “Missing values”, and explicitly asked

for methods to address them if present. Risk of bias assessment could be facilitated if reporting

quality was higher generally. Another limitation of our study was the low agreement between

ratings for the RCTs, which turned out to be only fair. An explanation for this could have been

the small number of RCTs being rated by only two different raters. Both raters were relatively

consistent in their ratings: one of them being somewhat strict, and the other one relatively

lenient. The discrepancies led to the fact that many questions had to be rated by a third rater to

come to a consensus.

Our study has several strengths. First of all, we had written a clear study protocol, receiving

an external review as a registered report. Upon review of the protocol, the study design and

operationalization could be revised and improved. Second, several measures were taken to

compensate for different sources of bias, as our study was observational and retrospective.

These included double ratings of reporting quality, unbiased assessment of reporting quality

through blinded PDFs, and highly reliable data entry through the specifically designed R Shiny

app.

Implications

Our study has several implications for future research. First of all, the study design can repeat-

edly be applied for future assessments of reporting quality in our group or other academic cen-

ters over time. The continuing discussions about the assessment already had an impact on the

awareness of the topic among the people involved. In addition, the setup can be generalized to

address other documents, e.g., systematic reviews (based on PRISMA [16]), statistical analysis

plans [17], or research proposals (SPIRIT [18]).

Academic biostatisticians should take more responsibility in the review of final manuscript

versions, and verify the adherence to established reporting guidelines. For reporting of statisti-

cal methods and of results with precision, there should be left enough room in the publication.

More emphasis should be put on adequate methods to deal with missing values and the report-

ing thereof.

Conclusions

Our study is the first to systematically assess the valuable impact of a biostatistician on report-

ing quality and methodological strength in health research. Higher reporting quality persisted

through subgroups of study types and dimensions. The operationalization of the quality assess-

ment allows the direct comparison across study types and dimensions. Methodological knowl-

edge gaps were identified for prediction and prognostic studies, and for the reporting on

statistical methods and missing values.
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